Babesia divergens, a Bovine Blood Parasite of Veterinary and Zoonotic Importance
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INTRODUCTION

Members of the genus Babesia are tick-transmitted intraerythrocytic protozoan parasites, and many species are of considerable economic importance in the livestock industry. Additionally, some species are zoonotic and affect human health. The most recent reviews of Babesia spp. primarily concern parasites of livestock in tropical and subtropical regions, or zoonotic species, focusing mainly on the rodent species B. microti (65, 93, 106, 176, 177). Relatively little attention has been paid to B. divergens, the causal agent of a widespread cattle disease in Europe and also of a dangerous zoonosis.

The significance of Babesia divergens (M’Fadyean & Stockman 1911 [132]) for today’s livestock industry in Europe is almost certainly underestimated, as is the possibility of human infection. In 1981 Purnell wrote “bovine babesiosis caused by B. divergens, also known as redwater fever, is considered the most important tick-transmitted disease in cattle” (143). The following years saw a decline in disease outbreaks, probably due in part to the introduction of effective prophylactic treatment and live vaccination in some countries. However, many of the most effective drugs against B. divergens have since been withdrawn because of safety or residue problems. Concerns about the safety of live vaccines, whether they are raised in bovine or nonbovine host cells, are growing, particularly in light of recent disease outbreaks that have crossed species barriers. At the same time, the increased interest in extensive agricultural systems within the European Union is likely to cause an increase in vector tick populations. Climate changes due to global warming may add to the infection risk by prolonging the period of tick activity or by causing a change in the distribution of risk areas. The problem is compounded by the increase in cattle movement across Europe and may be further increased by the entry into the European Union of several countries where the disease is prevalent.

B. divergens is also of human medical importance and appears to be the only confirmed zoonotic Babesia sp. in Europe. Although human infections are infrequent, they are invariably fatal unless treated immediately. Recently, worldwide interest in B. divergens has increased as a result of human cases caused by identical or similar parasites outside areas where bovine babesiosis is endemic (7, 88, 135). This review provides the first comprehensive summary of the species’ biology, including its life cycle, host specificity, and morphology, and the current state of knowledge about both human and bovine infections.

HOST SPECIFICITY AND PARASITE MORPHOLOGY

B. divergens was first described by M’Fadyean and Stockman, who named it Piroplasma divergens (132). The generic names Babesiella and Microbabesia were occasionally used for this...
species as well as for other small Babesia, until Babesia was recognized to include all morphological variations of the genus (37, 129). The only two species confirmed to infect cattle in northern Europe are B. divergens and Babesia major, with B. divergens being by far the more common.

B. divergens is transmitted by Ixodes ricinus, a member of the family of hard ticks (Ixodidae). Initially it was thought of as a typical bovine Babesia with a narrow host range, but this view changed when Garnham and Bray reported that splenectomized chimpanzees and rhesus monkeys inoculated with B. divergens developed fulminating infections accompanied by blackwater (hemoglobinuria) (56). It was soon discovered that while intact primates were refractory to very heavy inocula and developed no detectable antibody, splenectomized primates were highly susceptible to B. divergens (56, 58).

Within a few years, B. divergens was identified as the causative agent in the first of a growing number of cases in splenectomized humans (54). Subsequently the host range was extended experimentally by transmitting the parasite by needle injection from infected cattle to splenectomized mouls (56, 58). After the parasite crisis associated with host recovery, larger and are rarely seen in the peripheral divergent form (56). The only laboratory animal that has been succeeded in producing very low transient parasitemias in splenectomized sheep (29).

In contrast, initial attempts to establish infections for diagnostic purposes in common laboratory animals, such as rabbits, (56), mice, hamsters, and rats (1, 25, 97) were unsuccessful in both intact and splenectomized animals, though in some cases erythrocyte invasion may have occurred. Phillips eventually succeeded in adapting the piroplasm to grow in splenectomized rats, in which peak parasitemias reached over 50% after 25 passages (138). The only laboratory animal that has been found to be fully susceptible, whether intact or splenectomized, is the Mongolian gerbil, Meriones unguiculatus (119). This discovery was made during investigations of a human case in Scotland (50), and M. unguiculatus has since been used in many laboratory studies.

The course of infection in gerbils is determined by the infective dose. High inocula (≥10⁷ infected erythrocytes) cause fever, anemia, jaundice, anorexia, hemoglobinuria, and splenomegal y, resulting in death within a few days (121, 125). Depending on the age of the gerbil, the size of the inoculum, and the strain of the parasite, animals may recover from infections. In contrast to the bovine host, gerbils develop sterile rather than residual immunity (121, 125, 118). Rapid continuous gerbil passage may cause the selection of faster-replicating parasites resulting in higher peak parasitemias in the gerbil (125) and an increased virulence to cattle (133).

Similarly, B. divergens was found to exhibit low host specificity in vitro. Since Vayrynen and Tuomi first reported successful long-term in vitro cultivation in bovine erythrocytes (182), the parasite has been successfully maintained in human (63, 67, 141), rat (8), and sheep (29, 192) erythrocytes. Although B. divergens was also able to invade horse and donkey erythrocytes (Fig. 1f) and proliferate to some extent, neither supported long-term cultures (183, 192).

Unlike Plasmodium spp., Babesia bloodstream stages do not divide simultaneously, so that all divisional stages can be observed in a single blood smear from a parasitized host. Ring or annular stages are round or oval and have nonstaining vacuoles in the center with light staining cytoplasm and a darker stained nucleus around the periphery. Pear-shaped or pyriform trophozoites occur either singly or in pairs assembled at their pointed extremities. The angle between the members of the pair is larger than in any other bovine Babesia species, resulting in the divergent appearance to which the parasite owes its name. The frequency of each of these stages is probably chiefly determined by replication rate. Filamentous or amorphous shapes are mostly observed at or just after very high levels of parasitemia and are thought to represent crisis forms (63, 79).

Merozoite size, position inside the erythrocyte, and morphological detail are dependent on the host species. Figure 1 shows B. divergens in various host cells. The dimensions and characteristics of the parasites are summarized in Table 1. Typically, the parasites in bovine erythrocyte include many that are located at the periphery (Fig. 1a) (25, 51, 79, 113), where they may cause slight protrusions of the erythrocyte membrane (63). Parasites maintained in vitro culture in bovine erythrocytes may temporarily be larger than those found in vivo (141), but as the rate of proliferation increases with successive subcultures, merozoites tend to become smaller and more granular. Peripheral stages seem to be present in some (Fig. 1b) (43, 192) but not all cultures in bovine cells (141).

While parasites maintained in sheep erythrocytes in vitro are similar in appearance to those in cattle (Fig. 1c) (192), merozoites in all other nonbovine erythrocytes differ in size and position. In human erythrocytes, the parasite is significantly larger than in cattle (117), and ring stages are characterized by big vacuoles. Merozoites are located in a (sub)central position (50, 117) and do not protrude at the cell surface (63). In in vitro cultures, however, peripheral stages may be present (Fig. 1d) (192). Similarly, in other primates the merozoites are much larger and are rarely seen in the peripheral divergent form (56). After the parasite crisis associated with host recovery, they are largely replaced by small solid circular parasites with little cytoplasm and measuring only 1 μm or less in diameter (56).

In the rodent laboratory hosts (gerbils, rats, and hamsters), B. divergens becomes particularly large and rounded, resembling B. microti (25, 44, 79, 125, 138). Occasionally pairs are located peripherally, as in bovine erythrocytes, but a central conformation is most common (Fig. 1e) (44, 125). In infected gerbil erythrocytes, the red blood cell membrane may be invaginated locally, resulting in structures similar to Maurer’s clefts in Plasmodium-infected erythrocytes (63). The authors suggest that these clefts may establish direct contact between B. divergens and the erythrocyte membrane in spite of the parasite’s subcentral position.

The specific host-parasite interactions that cause these morphological and positional changes are not understood. The fact that even one passage through an abnormal host may bring about significant changes in parasite size (117) indicates that the cytological changes are an immediate response to conditions in the new host, such as immunological attack and availability of nutrients. The observation that parasite size may vary in different individuals of the same species and may also be
affected by concurrent infections (91) supports this theory. It is also striking that larger host cells tend to give rise to bigger merozoites, suggesting spatial restrictions imposed by the erythrocyte surface membrane. At the same time, a selective mechanism seems to be involved, as human- and gerbil-adapted isolates that are transferred back into cattle continue to be larger than normal cattle isolates (79, 117).

Polyparasitism in the bovine host in vivo is infrequent (63), but in all other red blood cell types (Table 1) and even in bovine erythrocytes in in vitro culture (Fig. 1b and 1d), multiply infected erythrocytes are frequently observed (141, 192), with as many as 10 parasites per cell in infected gerbils (63). It is not clear whether polyparasitism is due to multiple infections or repeated multiplication in the same host cell. Apparently it is not simply a function of high parasitemia. While multiple infections are frequently observed at peak parasitemias (125), they also tend to be common at the beginning of mixed cultures (63), when certain host cells may be more suitable than others. By comparison, in well-established fast-growing cultures, where fairly uniform host cells are available to an increasingly streamlined parasite population, the number of multiply infected erythrocytes tends to decline (192). Tetrad or Maltese cross formations of four pyriforms joined at their pointed ends are not typically found in blood smears of infected cattle but may be quite common in infected human or rodent erythrocytes (Table 1).

**BOVINE BABESIOSIS**

**Disease Symptoms and Pathology**

The minimum infective dose required to produce overt disease is thought to be $10^3$ parasites inoculated intravenously (145). Variations in the number of parasites injected result in highly significant changes to the prepatent period, peak parasitemia, and the hematological response (67, 145, 148). In addition to the number of infected ticks that feed on an animal, the immune status of the host and the virulence of the infecting strain (147) determine whether *B. divergens* infections take a mild, severe, or fatal course. Subclinical infections are quite common and are usually missed by the farmer and clinician. Affected animals have low parasitemia, may suffer mild fever and anorexia, and make an uneventful recovery (82).

More severe cases of redwater present with an acute onset of fever (up to 41°C), anemia, anorexia, weakness, cessation of rumination, and an increase in respiratory and heart rate. The mucous membranes are pale and may be jaundiced. Intestinal and ruminal motility are increased, and spasms of the anal sphincter cause pipestem diarrhea (31, 35, 82, 159). Meanwhile, parasitemia may rise to between 30 and 45% (35, 82, 143), causing extensive erythrocyte destruction. Hemoglobinuria, frequently the clinical sign first detected by the owner, occurs at the peak of the hemolytic crisis (143, 159). As the anemia advances, the animal becomes further depressed. Dehydration is severe, and diarrhea is replaced by constipation. The very rapid heart rate with extremely loud cardiac sounds may be heard a few feet distant from the cow. The body temperature falls to near or below normal, and hemoglobinuria ceases.

Terminally, the animal is unable to rise and exhibits toxemic shock, a subnormal temperature, weak pulse, severe jaundice, constipation, and dehydration (35, 36, 82, 143, 159). Brain anoxia resulting from severe anemia may cause behavioral changes (82). Levels of carboxypeptidase B, an enzyme thought to regulate circulating vasoactive peptides, may fall during very severe infections, causing vasoactive shock (166). Death is usually attributed to cardiac failure or hepatic and renal insufficiency (35). Case fatality rates are mainly influenced by the speed of diagnosis and treatment and in Ireland in 1983 were estimated to be approximately 10% (75). Post-mortem examination reveals marked jaundice, enlarged and darkened liver and kidney, and a swollen spleen of a soft pulpy consistency. Echymotic hemorrhages may be present under the epicardium and the endocardium, and the pericardial sac may contain a large quantity of blood-stained fluid. There may be indications of hepatocellular degeneration and necrosis (35, 82).

Even in animals which recover spontaneously, erythrocyte count, packed cell volume, and hemoglobin level continue to decline steadily after patency. Once the parasites have been eliminated, increased hematopoeisis occurs, evidenced by the presence of nucleated erythrocytes, polychromasia, and anisocytosis (155). Thus, the veterinarian can interpret the presence of reticulocytes as a sign that the hemolytic crisis has occurred 3 or 4 days previously (35, 159). Immediately after the hemolytic crisis, a brief lymphocytosis and monocytesis combine to cause a leukocytosis (82, 155). Serum changes may include increased potassium and reduced calcium and sodium levels (136). Serum iron content may vary strongly, with some animals showing low to normal levels while others have extremely high concentrations of serum iron (99).

Synchronous infections with *B. divergens* and *Anaplasma (Ehrlichia) phagocytophila*, the causative agent of tick-borne fever also transmitted by *I. ricinus*, appear to be very common (146), but their interaction is poorly understood (169). Apparently, concurrent infections do not generally induce more severe clinical signs than infection with either organism alone (22). In fact, babesia infections may even be suppressed by the simultaneous occurrence of *A. phagocytophila*, resulting in less serious disease manifestations (155). However, animals which already suffer severe neutropenia from a previous infection with tick-borne fever and subsequently contract babesiosis may suffer more serious disease symptoms (169) and be less responsive to treatment (165). This may have epidemiological implications, especially in areas with small and scattered tick populations. Since tick infection rates with *B. divergens* tend to be much lower than with *A. phagocytophila*, *B. divergens* infections are likely to be superimposed on tick-borne fever, giving rise to more severe cases that are more difficult to treat (71). In cattle persistently infected with bovine virus diarrhea virus, the antibody response to *B. divergens* may be suppressed (23). The effect of *Fasciola hepatica* on subsequent infection with *B. divergens* was negligible (94).

**Distribution, Life Cycle, and Epidemiology**

Of the two cattle babesias occurring in northern temperate areas, *B. divergens* and *B. major*, *B. divergens* is both more pathogenic and more widespread (82, 122). Epidemiological surveys have documented the presence of *B. divergens* through-
out Europe, including Austria (89, 90), Belgium (53), Britain (2, 40, 41), France (51, 122, 123), Germany (55, 95), Ireland (35, 68, 75), Northern Ireland (165, 175), the Netherlands (13, 158), Scandinavia (33, 48), and Switzerland (5, 20, 60). A report of the parasite from Tunisia indicates that the real distribution of *B. divergens* may extend beyond Europe into North Africa (14). The distribution of the disease appears to be determined by the wide distribution of the tick vector, *I. ricinus*, which occurs from northern Scandinavia to the Mediterranean, i.e., between the −15°C January isotherm and the 30°C July isotherm (164). The ectoparasite has, however, very precise humidity requirements of at least 80% (105), restricting it to areas with an average annual rainfall of 100 cm or more (41). *I. ricinus* can be found in the moisture-saturated microhabitat at the base of permanent herbage in forest woodland, rough hill scrub, and damp low-lying land. Well-maintained permanent pasture seldom provides adequate continuous humidity for a favorable tick habitat, but unimproved undergrazed pastures and copses, hedges, headlands, and windbreaks bordering well-maintained land may represent foci of babesial infection (82, 103).

Each tick life cycle stage feeds only once, but all appear to be able to transmit *B. divergens*. Sexual reproduction occurs in the tick. While the general sequence of events during sexual reproduction has been known for some time from microscopy and electron microscopy studies of various other *Babesia* spp.

**FIG. 1.** *Babesia divergens* in erythrocytes of different hosts. (a) Bovine erythrocytes in vivo. (b) Bovine erythrocytes in vitro. (c) Ovine erythrocytes in vitro. (d) Human erythrocytes in vitro. (e) Gerbil erythrocytes in vivo. (f) Donkey erythrocytes in vitro.
Mackenstedt et al. were the first to provide a detailed account of the sexual cycle in *B. divergens* with cytophotometry DNA (128). They described the fusion of gametes, dissemination of kinetes throughout the tick, and invasion of the salivary glands but did not find any evidence of either pre- or postzygotic meiosis.

In summary, uninucleated gamonts taken up during the previous blood meal develop into ray bodies (Strahlenkörper; 105) inside the tick gut. Two fusing ray bodies give rise to an immobile spherical zygote, which differentiates into mobile polyploid kinetes. These kinetes enter the tick hemolymph and are disseminated throughout various tissues, including the musculature, epidermis, Malpighian tubes, and ovaries. One or two cycles of asexual reproduction (sporogony) ensue (176), resulting in vast numbers of kinetes. Developing eggs may be invaded, giving rise to infected larvae. Once the tick starts to feed on a new host, kinetes which have entered the cells of the tick salivary glands develop into numerous uninuclear, apparently haploid sporozoites. Inoculation of the infective sporozoites occurs during the latter half of the blood meal (42, 51, 103). Interestingly, the work of Mackenstedt et al. implies that *B. divertens* can be transmitted transovarially (128), though this is contrary to the findings of Donnelly and Peirce (42), whose exhaustive studies on cattle demonstrated that only adult females acquired infections, which were then transmitted transovarially. The transmission work of these (42) and earlier researchers (102) suggested that the infection was most readily transmitted by larvae. Gray, on the other hand, who compared the seasonality of redwater fever and tick activity, suggested that adult ticks may be most important for parasite transmission (68). Field observations also suggest that cattle are most readily parasitized by adult ticks (123).

It is generally accepted that *Babesia* spp. invade erythrocytes directly; there is no direct evidence for a preerythrocytic stage (128). After attachment to the host cell and orientation of the apical end towards the erythrocyte surface, secretory products released by the rhoptries cause the erythrocyte membrane to invaginate. A uniform surface coat which covers the free merozoite is removed during the process of invasion and left behind at the entering wedge (96). At first a parasitophorous vacuole encloses the sporozoite. As the vacuole membrane disintegrates, the parasite is eventually limited by one single plasma membrane which is directly in contact with the erythrocyte cytoplasm (63). At this stage the parasite is considered a trophozoite or feeding stage that divides asexually by binary fission. The study of Mackenstedt et al., consisting of quantitative measurements of DNA by fluorescence microscopy (128), suggested that, following DNA replication in the single haploid nucleus of the trophozoite, the nucleus divides, giving rise to a binucleated ring stage. Subsequently the whole cell divides into two haploid merozoites, which escape by lysing the old host cell and invading new ones. One cycle of asexual reproduction takes about 8 h in vitro (181). The vast majority of merozoites continue to multiply asexually, while a small proportion turn into nondividing spherical gamonts, which remain inside erythrocytes until they are taken up by ticks during feeding (128).

Disease occurrence typically has a bimodal seasonal distribution, with a spring peak between April and June and an autumn peak from August to October. Initially air temperature was thought to be a key factor in determining tick activity and babesiosis because a strong correlation was demonstrated between air temperature and disease incidence (41). It has since been suggested that while the temperature effect may be large at the beginning and the end of the year, determining the earliest and latest cases of the year, temperature has little effect once tick activity threshold temperatures are exceeded (68). In spring, at maximum air temperatures of 7 to 10°C, overwintering nymphs and adult ticks become active. The first cases of babesiosis are usually observed 2 weeks later, the lag

### Table 1. Morphological parameters of *B. divergens* in different host erythrocytes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host cell</th>
<th>Position in erythrocyte</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Polyparasitism (no. of parasite per erythrocyte)</th>
<th>Tetrad forms&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bovine</td>
<td>Peripheral (25, 37, 51, 63, 79)</td>
<td>Pyriforms: mean length 1.5–1.9 μm (25, 37, 51, 79, 91); mean width, 0.4–1.07 μm (25, 37, 91); ring stages: mean diam, 1.48–1.8 μm (37, 51, 117)</td>
<td>Infrequent (63)</td>
<td>&lt;0.02 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human</td>
<td>(Sub)central (50, 63, 125)</td>
<td>Pyriforms: mean length, 1.9 μm (125); mean width, 0.8 μm (125)</td>
<td>Common: up to 8 (50); up to 5 (63); up to 6 (125)</td>
<td>&lt;5 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chimpanzee</td>
<td>(Sub)central (56)</td>
<td>Ring stages, 1–2 μm (56)</td>
<td>Common (≥3) (56)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhesus monkey</td>
<td>Peripheral (56)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerbil</td>
<td>(Sub)central (63, 125)</td>
<td>Pyriforms: mean length, 1.9–2.6 μm (79, 125); mean width, 0.8 μm (125)</td>
<td>Common: up to 10 (63); ≥9 (125)</td>
<td>Present (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat</td>
<td>(Sub)central (25)</td>
<td>Pyriforms: mean length, 2.66 ± 0.65 μm (25); mean width, 1.18 ± 0.43 μm (25)</td>
<td>Occasional (5 to 6) (25)</td>
<td>&lt;5 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamster</td>
<td>(Sub)central (25)</td>
<td>Occasional (5 to 6) (25)</td>
<td>&lt;10 (25)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> References are cited for individual items.
<sup>b</sup> Percent of tetrad stages in all infected erythrocytes.
phase reflecting the period of time required for host seeking, tick attachment, and incubation of the disease (39). Emergence of newly metamorphosed ticks takes place during the autumn rise (103). Those that fed the previous spring may therefore contribute to the autumn peak of babesiosis, but most autumn cases are caused by nymphs and adults that fed as larvae and nymphs the previous autumn and overwintered as engorged stages in diapause. Tick larvae are most active in the trough between the spring and autumn redwater cases. Although this instar occurs in large numbers, it tends to have a very aggregated distribution and seems to prefer nonbovine hosts. Consequently, this life cycle stage is probably of limited importance for the epidemiology of bovine babesiosis (68).

Each tick stage feeds on the host’s blood for a few days and then spends several months at the base of vegetation, developing to the next stage or, in the case of the adult female, laying about 2,000 eggs (70). Because the infection persists through molts (transstadial maintenance) and is transmitted to the next host by ticks, this life cycle stage is probably of limited importance for the epidemiology of bovine babesiosis (68).

Outbreaks of clinical babesiosis are chiefly observed when this state of enzootic stability breaks down. Where ticks occur in small and scattered pockets or their numbers fluctuate due to climatic conditions or pesticide control, cattle are exposed to infected ticks only sporadically, and a proportion of animals retain their susceptibility (68, 103). Frequently there is a mosaic pattern of infected enclosures interspersed with uninfected ones. These areas with intermediate infection pressure tend to produce most outbreaks of severe redwater fever (82, 103). Very high losses may also be sustained when groups of susceptible animals are moved into areas of endemic babesiosis with high tick infestation (3). Conversely, the introduction of tick-infested cattle from an area of endemic disease to a clean farm with suitable tick habitat may establish new foci of infection (2, 40).

In the British Isles, babesiosis is chiefly associated with small herds (75, 103, 175) and with enterprises involved in beef production, particularly 1- to 2-year-old animals that have yet to reach slaughter weight. These animals, at a highly susceptible age, are often maintained on marginal tick-infested grazings until ready to be sold for finishing (75, 175). As with most parasitic diseases, stress due to other diseases, movement, etc., may cause a breakthrough of subclinical infections (33).

The proportion of parasitized animals which develop overt infection varies greatly (2, 12, 35, 40, 41, 55, 75, 73, 122, 175), blurring the relationship between infection and clinical disease. The number of infecting ticks (3) and the virulence of the B. divergens isolate (147) seem to be the most important factors determining the outcome of the infection (143). There is some evidence that metabolic or deficiency problems such as acetoneemia and hypocupremia may be contributing factors (86). No difference has been reported in the susceptibility of breeds or sex (35, 82, 103).

**Parasite Detection and Diagnosis**

Numerous tests have been developed for diagnostic as well as epidemiological purposes. Cases of redwater fever are usually indicated by clinical symptoms, epidemiological season, herd and farm circumstances, and individual history (82). The clinical evidence is confirmed by examining Giemsa- or acridine orange-stained blood smears (178) or by testing for specific antibabesial antibodies with the immunofluorescence antibody test (IFAT) (see below).

For epidemiological surveys, the favored tests are serological. The IFAT is the most popular serological technique used both to distinguish between Babesia spp. (83, 104, 112) and to demonstrate the presence of babesial antibodies in a population (2, 3, 11, 12, 40, 60, 110, 175). IFAT clearly differentiates between antibodies to B. divergens and other bovine babesias (72, 104, 112) but not between B. divergens and B. capreoli from
red deer (Cervus elaphus) (4, 83). Joyner et al. observed no variation attributable to strain differences (104).

The only other test commonly used for B. divergens infections is the enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (10, 149). The advantage that this test has over IFAT is that interpretation of results is less subjective and it is easily automated for large numbers of samples. However, far more antigen is required, and problems arise with specificity unless blocking conditions are optimized (76) or purified antigen is used (28).

Under optimum conditions, IFAT and ELISA are equally effective in the detection of positive samples (10, 76). Gray and Kaye suggested that IFAT was adequate for epidemiological studies carried out on a small scale but that ELISA was preferable for large-scale surveys (76).

Many serological studies use nonbovine animals as sources of antigen because they are easier to buy and maintain. However, this practice can be problematic, as the parasite may vary antigenically in different hosts. Phillips et al. reported that monoclonal antibodies raised to a rat-adapted strain of B. divergens showed variable reactivity with field isolates (139). Fortunately, B. divergens antigen derived from gerbils behaves no differently than that obtained from cattle (76). Alternatively, antigen may be derived from parasites raised in vitro culture (28).

One problem associated with all serological tests for babesiosis is that the relationship between antibody titers, the presence of parasites, and the state of protective immunity is not clear (151, 193). Antibodies may persist for long periods after the disease has cleared (40, 112), giving no information as to when an infection was acquired (104) and resulting in an overestimate of disease prevalence (40). In addition, antibody titers may be observed in the absence of protective immunity (193), and negative test results can occur in the presence of parasites or after acquisition of sterile immunity (55, 193).

Xenodiagnosis and molecular detection techniques are more reliable in this respect because they directly determine the presence of viable parasites and parasite DNA, respectively. Injection of test samples into susceptible animals such as spleenectomized calves or gerbils is a very sensitive detection method (78, 101, 122), although the use of calves is costly. Passage in gerbils has the added advantage that other bovine piroplasms such as B. major and Theileria mutans do not become established in these animals (118). So far, PCR has been used mainly for the diagnosis of human cases (discussed in the section on human infections). Recently, however, Caccio et al. developed a “universal” PCR assay for the detection and identification of nine of the most common pathogenic bovine, equine, and rodent piroplasms, including B. divergens (24). The assay exploits the extensive genetic variability in a fragment of the otherwise highly conserved β-tubulin gene. Following specific amplification of the parasite DNA by nested PCR, the parasite species is identified by PCR-restriction fragment length polymorphism analysis.

In the past, the chief method for detecting B. divergens in the tick vector was the laborious microscopic examination of Giemsa-stained smears of gut or other tick tissues (59, 107), which is no doubt the reason why epidemiological studies with ticks are extremely rare. Today, xenodiagnosis and particularly PCR (45) have revolutionized this approach.

**Treatment**

For many years, three babesicides, quinuronicum sulfate (Ludobar [Bayer Ltd.] and several generics), amicarabide isethionate (Diampron; May and Baker Ltd.), and diminazene aceturate (Berenil, Hoechst Ltd.), were available in most European countries for the treatment of bovine babesiosis in Europe. In the 1970s a fourth, imidocarb dipropionate (Imizol; Schering Plough), was introduced, and it rapidly became the product of choice in those countries that licensed it, because in addition to its therapeutic utility, it also proved to be an effective prophylactic at twice the therapeutic dose. Today this is the only product on the market in most of Europe. Quinuronicum sulfate and amicarabide were withdrawn because of manufacturing safety issues, and diminazene, which is widely used in the tropics as both a babesicide and a trypanocide, was withdrawn from Europe for marketing reasons.

Imidocarb is most toxic when given intravenously, and intramuscular or subcutaneous administration is generally recommended (189). Side effects include coughing, muscular tremors, salivation, colic, and local irritation at the site of injection following administration of high doses. While it is regarded as being slower in action than quinuronicum sulfate (82) it is the only babesicide that consistently clears the host of parasites (116). In the past, the persistence of small numbers of parasites in the bloodstream was deemed necessary for the maintenance of resistance to reinfection (9, 100, 157). Today the concept of premunition is no longer accepted. While a certain period of antigenic exposure is necessary before treatment to facilitate the establishment of immunity, cattle treated with imidocarb dipropionate end up with a solid sterile immunity (116). Long-term persistence of low-level parasitemia is now considered a disadvantage. Remaining parasites may give rise to recrudescence under adverse conditions, treated cattle may act as a source of infection (154), and parasites surviving at low levels of babesicide may acquire resistance.

Blood transfusion is recommended for animals with acute anemic anoxia, indicated by jaundiced or pale mucous membranes, constipation, and a body temperature of less than 38°C (159). While incompatibility reactions are slight, at least at the first transfusion (35), transfusion therapy may fail if the transfusion is given too late, if too little blood is given, if the transfusion rate is too high, or if pyrogenic bacteria are introduced inadvertently during the procedure (136). The same donor should be employed each time if repeated transfusions are necessary (35). To aid erythropoiesis in recovered patients, nonspecific supportive therapy is recommended, involving the use of iron preparations, dextrose, vitamins (B complex), purgatives, and fluid replacements (82, 136).

Anecdotal evidence from some areas of endemic babesiosis suggests that an increasing number of acute cases are unresponsive to treatment (73, 81, 165). Although resistance to babesicides is readily induced in the laboratory, the only study on this topic so far showed that all isolates from animals that were still parasitemic on a second veterinary visit were fully susceptible to babesicides (84). Mineral deficiencies (86) or changes in parasite virulence and host susceptibility (82) have been suggested as contributing factors. For this reason, and because imidocarb is associated with residue problems (189) and is not available throughout Europe (74), research into
Effective chemotherapy against *B. divergens* continues. Today drug screening is greatly helped by the availability of gerbils as model hosts (69) and an in vitro culture system for *B. divergens* (141, 182). In vitro culture systems may be used for determination of parasite uptake of radioactive purines such as hypoxanthine in the presence of candidate antibabesial compounds (16, 98).

**Immunity**

As mentioned earlier, calves less than 9 to 12 months of age are as susceptible as adult cattle to infection with *B. divergens* but are less likely to respond with clinical symptoms. This phenomenon, known as inverse age resistance, has been demonstrated in numerous epidemiological studies (3, 32, 33, 60, 73, 122, 171). Even among experimentally infected gerbils, immature animals are more resistant to disease than adults (108). In the few studies that found no evidence for inverse age resistance, infections were generally mild and transient, possibly masking any differences between age groups (18, 40). One notable exception was a case of fatal babesiosis in a 6-day-old calf (48).

It is now generally accepted that inverse age resistance is due to innate resistance in calves and is independent of the maternal immune status. Although offspring of resistant dams acquire specific antibodies (mainly immunoglobulin G) via colostrum, these immunoglobulins do not seem to be necessary for protection because calves of susceptible dams without specific antibodies are equally resistant (30). In vitro studies with *B. bovis* have shown that erythrocytes of very young calves were unfavorable to parasitic development, possibly because of the inhibitory effect of fetal hemoglobin (114). However, this erythrocytic resistance factor was lost within a matter of weeks. A low-molecular-weight antibody-independent serum component, on the other hand, prevented parasite growth over a period of several months.

The detrimental effects of splenectomy on innate immunity suggest that nonspecific cell-mediated mechanisms are also involved. Splenectomized calves and immature gerbils become fully susceptible to disease (37, 46, 108). Likewise, several primate, dear, and rodent species with innate resistance to *B. divergens* may suffer severe infections if they have been splenectomized (54, 56, 58, 134, 138). The cells involved in the innate immune system, macrophages and NK cells, are thought to degrade intraerythrocytic parasites by releasing soluble mediators (79). Infected erythrocytes are removed as the blood filters through the spleen (93, 138). As *Babesia* spp. are curiously resistant to oxidative radicals, these probably do not contribute significantly to nonspecific effector mechanisms (109).

Animals which recover from *B. divergens* infections generally develop specific immunity. In the past this immunity was thought to be due to premunition maintained by a persistent subclinical infection. Once the latent infection ceased, the animal was thought to be fully susceptible to reinfection. This concept was challenged as early as 1958 by Davies et al., who found that some cattle resisted challenge even though inoculation of their blood into susceptible animals failed to cause infection (37). Today it is widely accepted that sterile immunity may develop in cattle as well as gerbils (78, 101, 184). Nevertheless, immunity does not last indefinitely, and in the absence of exposure to further infection, the animal becomes susceptible to reinfection (103).

Specific immune mechanisms include both cellular and humoral components. Monocytes and lymphocytes are thought to be the main agents of cell-mediated acquired immunity. In cattle vaccinated against *B. divergens*, protection was correlated with elevated mononuclear cell proliferation (180). These monocytes are thought to engage in antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (61).

On the whole, the protective role of antibodies in *B. divergens* infections is poorly understood. It has been suggested that antibodies may inhibit entry of merozoites into red blood cells, as was shown during in vitro studies with *B. microti* (6). In addition, as opsonins they may stimulate phagocytosis of infected erythrocytes (60). However, passive transfer of immunity to susceptible animals with sera from immune animals was only successful in some cases (82, 138), while in others recipient animals succumbed to challenge infections (184). During primary parasitemia, the humoral response seems to be of little consequence. In cattle infected with *B. divergens*, antibodies can be demonstrated even before infected erythrocytes appear in blood smears, indicating that they have no inhibitory effect on parasite multiplication (31). During secondary infections, protection seems to depend on the high specificity of some antibodies rather than the total level of anti-*B. divergens* antibodies (63), as resistant animals frequently have very low levels of specific antibodies (32, 78, 129). On the other hand, cattle may retain high levels of antibodies for long periods of time (2, 3, 40, 112, 179) even though protection has ceased (77, 123, 144).

These observations strongly suggest that, like other protozoan parasites, *B. divergens* has evolved immunodominant decoy antigens which induce high antibody titers that are nonprotective (190, 191). However, effective specific immunity to conserved protective antigens may be much harder to detect. Complement-mediated lysis of parasites does not seem to be an important humoral effector mechanism, as *B. divergens* in vitro cultures grow well in medium supplemented with bovine sera that have not been heat inactivated. The importance of the spleen in the specific immune response is illustrated by the fact that removal of the spleen following recovery may result in clinical relapse (82, 103). Moreover, release of antibodies may be delayed in splenectomized animals, although eventually the same levels are reached as in intact animals (46, 179).

A one-sided cross-immunity seems to exist between *B. divergens* and *B. major*. While splenectomized calves which had recovered from a *B. major* infection were fully susceptible when challenged with *B. divergens* (104), infections with *B. divergens* provided strong immunity to challenge with *B. major* (17).

**Control**

Redwater fever is often only noticed at the onset of hemoglobinuria, when the disease is far advanced. Although therapy and transfusion will generally save an afflicted animal even at an advanced stage of the disease, it may continue to be severely debilitated for several months after recovery (116). Thus, for economic and animal welfare reasons, the best option is to prevent rather than treat infections.
**Tick control.** Widespread destruction of typical tick habitat is ecologically unacceptable and may also be counterproductive because pockets of ticks usually survive to parasitize fully susceptible hosts (82). Taylor et al. suggested that utilization of suitable tick habitat by sheep, which are resistant to infection with *B. divergens*, may reduce infection rates in ticks (175). However, these areas would have to be kept clear of cattle for considerable periods, as *B. divergens* infections can persist in ticks for at least two generations even in the absence of a suitable host (42). The most practicable approach is the application of synthetic acaricides to cattle with slow-release devices or as pour-ons with high residual activity during the periods of greatest exposure (82, 143). Studies in Ireland (167) showed that the synthetic pyrethroid pour-ons flumethrin and deltamethrin protected cattle from ticks for 2 and 3 weeks, respectively. In Germany, Huwer et al. obtained protection against tick infestation and babesiosis with repeated treatments with flumethrin (95). This strategic approach led to a significant decline in clinical disease but did not interfere with soroconversion.

In areas where babesiosis is endemic, integrated control may be considered. This strategy aims to maintain enzootic stability by ensuring continuous contact of livestock with ticks and babesia parasites (111). However, to ensure that cattle become infected and immune to the parasites with minimum pathological effects, chemoprophylaxis can be integrated with vaccination.

**Chemoprophylaxis.** Imidocarb, the only chemoprophylactic on the market, provides protection from clinical disease for 3 weeks (82) to 6 weeks (52) but allows a sufficient level of infection for immunity to develop. This strategy is highly effective if the host is guaranteed to contract babesiosis during the period of protection, either through a tick bite in areas where babesiosis is endemic or by inoculation of live parasites (153). Acquired immunity then takes over from the passive state without an intermediate clinical stage (86). Caution is advised if infection rates are sporadic or if very high doses of imidocarb are used, as a complete inhibition of parasite development will hinder the mounting of an adequate immune response (82, 153). The main problem associated with this approach is concern about drug residues in milk and beef, which has led to the withdrawal of imidocarb in several European countries.

So far no other suitable chemoprophylactics have been identified. Ryley claimed that subcutaneous depots of sparingly soluble salts of quinuronium protected animals for up to 3 or 4 months (157), but Purnell et al. reported that administration of the drug 1 day before inoculation of the parasite had no effect on the course of the infection (154). Taylor et al. investigated the potential of long-acting oxytetracyline (Terramycin LA; Pfizer) against bovine *B. divergens* infections (168). Although it has no therapeutic effect if given after the parasitemia has become patent, continuous prophylactic administration allows sufficient numbers of parasites to multiply for antibodies to be produced, while clinical effects are absent. Similar observations were made in gerbils infected with *B. divergens* (127). Nevertheless, Taylor et al. rejected the use of continuous oxytetracyline administration as too costly and risky because of the likelihood of the development of resistance in bacterial pathogens (168).

**Vaccination.** The best control option, vaccination, has been carried out with various degrees of success with live and dead whole parasites, crude parasite extracts, and isolated parasite antigens. Live vaccines have proven very effective and reasonably safe, particularly when vaccination was restricted to cattle less than 1 year of age, when they still have natural resistance to the disease. Parasites for vaccination are derived from either infected splenectomized calves (32) or intact gerbils (55, 77, 78). The use of gerbils is considered safer than that of cattle because the simultaneous transmission of other pathogens to which cattle may be susceptible is highly unlikely. Moreover, vaccination with infected gerbil erythrocytes eliminates the risk of sensitization to bovine red cell antigens and autoimmunity (55).

Although effective, live vaccines have several disadvantages, the most obvious being that the vaccine strain itself may cause babesiosis unless its virulence can be controlled. So far, all the methods used to reduce the virulence of live parasites in cattle have failed to produce consistent results. These methods have included rapid passage in splenectomized calves (171), which is the attenuation method of choice for *B. bovis*; rapid passage in gerbils (133); reduction of the infective dose (152); and the use of gamma irradiation (115, 150, 151, 152, 171, 174). Evidence suggests that *B. divergens* may be attenuated by continuous in vitro culture (186), but no trials in cattle with such material have been successful. Cattle may be protected with low doses of imidocarb injected a few days prior to vaccination (74, 77, 78, 116, 153). This approach is a controlled version of the prophylactic use of imidocarb in the field, and while effective in young cattle, it is relatively expensive and labor intensive. Furthermore, adult animals are not reliably protected (77).

As mentioned earlier, there are other problems associated with living or partially living vaccines which make a bovine source of vaccine undesirable. However, the use of alternative host species erythrocytes as vaccine carriers is also associated with difficulties. Although 150 to 200 vaccine doses for cattle may be obtained from a single gerbil (77), these animals are necessarily limiting in terms of vaccine supply. The parasite can be grown efficiently in sheep (29, 192) and human (141, 192) erythrocytes in vitro, but neither of these are considered suitable candidates, and in fact it is questionable whether any blood-based vaccine would be licensed with current concerns about pathogens breaching species barriers. The supply problem is compounded by poor shelf life and the difficulty of maintaining an intact cold chain for refrigerated material (55, 74). Cryopreservation is associated with a massive reduction in infectivity, especially if the vaccine is not used immediately after thawing (87).

In order to overcome these difficulties, many workers have used nonliving preparations to immunize cattle. These trials have used a wide variety of materials, from dead parasites to single proteins (46, 92, 172, 173, 184, 187). None of these materials proved as immunogenic as live parasites, and toxic adjuvants were often required to achieve acceptable levels of immunity. In the most promising work, an acid fraction of concentrated *B. divergens*-infected erythrocytes isolated by isoelectric focusing produced good immunity against a tick-transmitted heterologous strain under field conditions (169). Fur-
her separation of the acidic fraction by passage through concanavalin A-Sepharose revealed that the protective antigens were contained in the fraction which did not bind to the lectin (170). Despite this relative success, the problems of vaccine stability and supply were not resolved.

Attempts to identify protective antigens which, alone or in combination, may form the basis of a recombinant vaccine have met with various degrees of success. Early studies focused on the merozoite surface coat, which is sloughed off during the process of host cell invasion and accumulates as a soluble exoantigen in in vitro culture supernatants (184). However, the response to immunization with culture-derived exoantigens has been mixed. While Winger et al. reported that the soluble antigens provided no adequate protection against homologous challenge (184), researchers in France produced some immunity in gerbils against homologous (66) and heterologous (140) challenges. Similarly, in cattle the exoantigens induced cellular and humoral responses which were consistent with protective immunity (180, patent). These researchers identified several culture-derived immunodominant exoantigens which elicited a constant humoral response in all potential hosts of *B. divergens*, namely humans, cattle, and gerbils (66, 180), and were conserved among isolates from various geographical areas (140). One of them, a 37-kDa glycoprotein (Bd37), was localized to internal vesicles and the cell surface of fixed merozoites and excreted by live merozoites in culture (27). Another immunodominant antigen of the hsp70 family was mainly cytoplasmic and appeared as an early antigen during acute parasitemia and remained detectable for several months (26). The group suggested that these immunodominant antigens may be important for the induction of the protective immune response. However, it is important to remember that many parasites have developed immunodominant antigens which are nonprotective or even immunosuppressive and are used to decoy the host’s protective immune response (191).

Winger et al. showed that an affinity-purified 50- to 60-kDa merozoite polypeptide conferred immunity to homologous challenge in gerbils (188) and that the corresponding monoclonal antibody inhibited merozoite invasion in in vitro culture (185). Later the same authors suggested that the protective antigen may represent the dimer or protein complex of another 24- to 29-kDa antigen which induced partial protection in gerbils against homologous challenge (187).

Rhoptry-associated proteins may become the first targets of generic recombinant vaccines. Homologues of these proteins, which are thought to be involved in host cell invasion, have been identified in several *Babesia* spp., including *B. bovis*, *B. bigemina*, *B. canis*, and *B. ovis* as well as *B. divergens* (163). In most species, rhoptry-associated protein molecules are encoded by multicopy gene families, suggesting their possible involvement in antigenic variation and host immune evasion. This has implications for the development of a vaccine, as all copies of the rhoptry-associated protein genes may be required in a combined vaccine formulation.

Attempts to control *B. divergens* infections by stimulating nonspecific immunity failed. Inoculation of *Mycobacterium bovis* bacillus Calmette-Guérin, which was found to protect mice against subsequent challenge with *B. microti* or *B. rhodani*, had no effect on *B. divergens* infections in splenectomized or intact calves (19). In gerbils, *M. bovis* BCG was protective, but only at very high doses. Vaccination with *Propionibacterium acnes* or zymosan A from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* failed to elicit a protective response (109).

**HUMAN BABESIOSIS**

**Disease Symptoms and Pathology**

During the incubation period of 1 to 3 weeks, patients frequently complain of general weakness and discomfort. Acute illness appears suddenly, generally with hemoglobinuria as the presenting symptom (176). The subsequent nonspecific clinical presentation can be easily confused with malaria; jaundice due to severe hemolysis is accompanied by persistent nonperiodic high fever (40 to 41°C), shaking chills, intense sweats, headaches, and myalgia as well as lumbar and abdominal pain. Vomiting and diarrhea may be present (65). Total hemoglobin levels may fall to 70 to 80 g/liter, and values as low as 40 g/liter have been reported (34). Haptoglobin is decreased dramatically, and all the usual biochemical tests of hemolysis are positive (176). The liver may be moderately enlarged and painful. In the most severe cases, patients develop shock-like symptoms, with renal failure induced by intravascular hemolysis and pulmonary edema (65).

**Distribution and Epidemiology**

Although at the time it was purported to be *Babesia bovis*, *B. divergens* was probably the causative agent in the first reported case of human babesiosis, which occurred in a splenectomized 33-year-old Yugoslav who grazed his babesia-infected cattle on tick-infested pastures (162). The parasite was first positively identified in a splenectomized deep-sea fisherman from Northern Ireland, who probably contracted the disease during a camping holiday (54). In contrast to North America, where human babesiosis is considered an emerging zoonosis with a mortality rate of about 5% (93), babesia infections in Europe are much less common but much more severe and require immediate aggressive treatment. To date, 31 human cases of autochthonously acquired babesia infections have come to medical attention in Europe, all of which occurred in splenectomized individuals (38, 65, 130). This surprisingly low incidence in spite of a sizeable risk group suggests that human infections are likely to be underreported (34), perhaps partly because of misdiagnosis as malaria in early cases. Indeed, over half of all cases have been reported since 1985, reflecting growing awareness of the zoonosis among the medical profession. Although *B. divergens* was only positively identified in 74% of all human cases—no unequivocal diagnosis was made in the remainder—it is highly probable that this species was the cause of all of them. Nine (29%) of these infections proved fatal (38, 65).

Human cases of *B. divergens* infection have been reported in France, Britain, Ireland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the former Yugoslavia, and the former USSR (38, 65). Geographically they coincide with *B. divergens*-infected cattle populations and *I. ricinus*-infested areas (106), involving inhabitants of rural areas who are exposed to ticks by virtue of their occupation or their recreational activities (176). Most cases are reported between May and September or October, during the
main season of tick activity (65, 176). Thus, although the vector has never been formally identified, *I. ricinus* is generally regarded as the tick species responsible for the transmission of *B. divergens* to humans, and experimental evidence shows that human isolates can be transmitted by *I. ricinus* (120). In an isolated case involving a resident of the Canary Islands, where *I. ricinus* is absent, a close relative, *Ixodes ventailoi*, was suggested as having been the vector (135).

The observations that all human cases of *B. divergens* infection involved splenectomized individuals (65, 38) and that susceptibility in other primates was also associated with splenectomy (56) led to the conclusion that infections in humans were normally prevented by the activity of the spleen (57). Contrariwise, Gorenflo et al. suggested that spleen-intact people may act as asymptomatic carriers (64). A serosurvey of 190 French blood donors, each of whom had a history of tick bite may act as asymptomatic carriers (6). A serosurvey of 190 French blood donors, each of whom had a history of tick bite in areas where bovine infection with *B. divergens* is endemic, revealed two whose sera reacted with the parasite’s antigen by IFAT. It is unclear, however, whether the presence of antibodies indicated a subpatent chronic infection or an asymptomatic infection which was contracted and rapidly cleared.

Attempts to demonstrate latent *B. divergens* infections in intact humans exposed to tick bites in an area of Ireland where the disease is enzootic by injecting their blood into splenectomized calves failed (57), and transfusion-associated human cases have never been reported (65). It is not known whether immunosuppression other than splenectomy also predisposes people to *B. divergens* infection, but it is likely that when immunosuppression occurs in addition to splenectomy, susceptibility is further increased, for example, in cases of Hodgkin’s disease (50, 126). Transplacental or perinatal transmission in human hosts has not been documented (176).

*B. divergens* is understood to be restricted to Europe. However, in the United States in 1992, a 73-year-old splenectomized human in Missouri died of an infection with a parasite that was morphologically, antigenically, and genetically related to *B. divergens* but was not infective to gerbils (88). More recently, a case occurred in Kentucky, in which the pathogen was tentatively identified as *B. divergens* (7).

**Diagnosis**

Immediate diagnosis is essential, because the disease usually progresses extremely rapidly. The high parasitemia present during acute infections (varies from 5 to 80% of erythrocytes) is easily detected microscopically (177), making examination of thin blood smears stained with Giemsa or Wright’s stain the method of choice (65). However, identification of the species may be complicated by the atypical appearance of *B. divergens* in human erythrocytes (63). Most significantly, the parasite may be confused with *Plasmodium* spp., which may be detrimental, because most antimalarial drugs are ineffective (65). A history of splenectomy, absence of recent travel to malaria-endemic areas, absence of recent blood transfusion, and particular cytological characteristics (pyriform parasites, absence of parasitic pigment, or hemozoin) are all strong indications for babesial infection (65). The diagnosis can be confirmed by xenodiagnosis with either splenectomized calves, in which the parasite assumes its typical morphology (50), or gerbils, in which *B. divergens* causes an acute, fatal disease within 3 to 6 days (119).

Serological diagnosis by IFAT is not practicable because specific antibodies do not become detectable until at least 1 week after the onset of illness at which point the infection may have proven fatal. IFAT can be used, however, for retrospective evaluation of human cases by distinguishing *B. divergens* from *Plasmodium falciparum, B. microti,* and WA1 (a newly recognized species first detected in a patient from Washington State) with which it has only limited cross-reactivity (93, 176). Blood autoanalyzers are unable to distinguish between uninfected erythrocytes and those infected with babesia (21). Molecular diagnostic tools, though not yet routinely used, are very promising. A PCR assay which was initially developed for the detection of *B. microti* (137) is based on the universal primer amplification of a fragment of the small subunit rRNA gene. Although most of the small subunit rRNA gene is highly conserved among babesias, this fragment is heterologous between *Babesia* spp. and other intraerythrocytic protozoal parasites as well as within the genus *Babesia* itself (137). Because the assay distinguishes readily between *B. divergens, B. microti* (160), and *Plasmodium* spp. (137), it provides a valuable adjunct if not an alternative to conventional methods for the diagnosis of human babesiosis.

**Treatment**

In early cases, treatment with well-recognized antimalarial drugs such as chloroquine, quinine, mefloquine and pyrimethamine, and pentamidine proved unsuccessful (34, 65). A mild infection was resolved after the use of pentamidine and cotrimoxazole (156), but because of its side effects and renal toxicity, pentamidine was not considered suitable for treatment of patients with acute intravascular hemolysis (176). Berenil, an antitrypanosomal compound known to be effective in veterinary cases, failed to cure a patient with a severe *B. divergens* infection (161). Thus, almost all cases in the past ended fatally, with general organ failure 4 to 7 days after the initial hemoglobinuria (106), coma, and death (65).

Today, fast and aggressive treatment involving prompt specific therapy to reduce parasitemia combined with supportive treatment such as blood exchange transfusion and ventilation has reduced the mortality rate due to *B. divergens* to approximately 40%. At present, the recommended treatment consists of massive blood exchange transfusion followed by administration of intravenous clindamycin together with oral quinine (15, 62). After clearance of parasites and resolution of hemolysis, a nonregenerative anemia may persist for at least 1 month, requiring additional blood transfusion (176). Although in vitro experiments suggest that clindamycin is effective on its own (16), the risk of rapidly increasing parasitemia, consequent hemolysis, and renal damage is generally considered great enough to make massive blood exchange prior to chemotherapy advisable (65). However, a mild infection (1% parasitemia) was resolved by administration of clindamycin and quinine without blood transfusion (38).

Further promising agents for treating *B. divergens* infections in humans are imidocarb diproprionate and the hydroxynaphthoquinone atovaquone. Imidocarb, although not licensed for human use, is the most effective agent for treating *B. divergens*...
infections in cattle. The drug was used successfully under special license to treat two Irish cases (E. L. Egan and C. Duggan, Int. Soc. Haematol. 23rd Congress, Am. Soc. Hematol. 32nd Ann. Meet., 1990). In contrast, atovaquone is registered for use in humans and was shown to be superior to imidocarb in clearing the parasite from human erythrocytes in vitro and from the gerbil model in vivo (142). The drug was also effective prophylactically at very low daily doses, and the authors suggested that atovaquone could be used both for the treatment of clinical disease and also for prevention in asplenic individuals exposed to infection. Certain cholesterol-lowering agents such as lovastatin and simvastatin were found to inhibit the in vitro development of B. divergens and P. falciparum in human erythrocytes (85). The authors argued that this was due to the parasites’ dependence on the import of fatty acids and cholesterol from the host’s plasma. For in vivo use, however, new derivatives with improved bioavailability would have to be designed because both lovastatin and simvastatin have short half-lives in plasma and are rapidly taken up by the liver.

**Prevention**

In the United States, public health strategies are being considered to protect human populations against zoonotic babesial infections by applying acaricides, destroying tick habitat, and removing animals which may serve as reservoirs for the zoonotic babesias and/or ticks (177). In Europe, the extremely low incidence of the infection hardly warrants such measures. However, postsplenectomy patients and other immunocompromised individuals should be cautioned about the risk of visiting areas where babesiosis is enzootic, particularly in the period from March to November, when the disease is most prevalent in cattle (34). Personal protective measures include avoidance of exposure to ticks by wearing appropriate clothing and tick repellents; thorough body inspection for the presence of ticks after being outdoors; and rapid removal of any ticks (65). Among medical personnel, awareness of the zoonosis and its malaria-like symptoms should be raised to improve prevention and treatment of this rare but life-threatening disease.

**CONCLUSION**

Compared to the tropical and subtropical bovine Babesia spp. and the other chief zoonotic agent in the genus, B. microti, relatively little research has been carried out on B. divergens, and many questions regarding the parasite’s epidemiology and biology and the host’s response remain unanswered. In order to fully understand the zoonotic potential of B. divergens, it will be necessary to determine why the incidence of human infections in Europe is apparently so low even though the vector is widespread and spleenectomized mice does not transmit it. In this context, the taxonomic position of “B. divergens-like parasites” isolated from humans outside areas where bovine babesiosis is endemic will have to be explained.

A better understanding of some anomalies of the parasite’s epidemiology in cattle, such as the low incidence of babesia infections in the tick population even in areas where babesiosis is endemic, will lead to improved control mechanisms. Little is known about the processes of host cell invasion, the parasite’s metabolic requirements, and the host’s immunological response, yet these parasite-host cell interactions ultimately decide whether the erythrocyte is lysed to release new infective merozoites or the parasite is destroyed within its host cell. Further research into the mechanisms may start new trends in chemotherapy and rational drug development. Recent advances in vaccine development are promising, but until we can identify conserved antigens which are vital to the functioning of the parasite, the search for protective antigens will continue in a haphazard fashion. Research on these questions is important not only for improving our general understanding of apicomplexan infections, but also because it has major implications for agriculture in Europe, with the current emphasis on extensification, sustainable agriculture, care for the environment, and avoidance of drug residues in food animals.
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